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MICELLES, MAGNETS AND MOLECULAR MECHANISMS. APPLICATION TO CAGE EFFECTS
AND ISOTOPE SEPARATION.
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Department of Chemistry, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

Abstract. This report reviews the general problem of cage reactions of
radical pairs and diradicals. Based on Wigner's spin conservation rule
and the expectation that only singlet radical pairs can undergo cage reactions, a natural consequence is the expectation that it should be possible
to observe magnetic effects on the reactions of radical pairs. It is
(1) Effects
shown that two types of magnetic effects should be possible:
due to the application of the magnetic field of a laboratory magnet during
a reaction; (2) Effects due to the interactions of nuclear magnetic momemts and electron magnetic moments. The experimental consequences of
these magnetic effects are separation of isotopes based on differing
nuclear magnetic moments and variation of the extent of cage reaction by
variation of an applied field or by variation of nuclear magnetic moments.
Striking experimental examples of these magnetic effects are provided by
the photolysis of ketones in micellar solution and by the thermolysis of
endoperoxides.

INTRODUCTION
Upon introduction to radical chemistry, the student quickly learns that radical pairs can
undergo "cage" reactions that result in combination and disproportiomation of the radical
fragemts. Later he discovers that when the radical pair exists on a connected sequence of
atoms, (i.e., the radical pair is a diradical) the intramolecular analogues of combination
and disproportionation can also occur. Everything is readily understood in terms of "two
dot" chemistry in which "dots" interact with each other to form bonds (combination) or in
which "dots" interact with hydrogen atoms next to radical centers to form two new molecules
(disproportionation). Often, in a separate course on quantum mechanics, the student may
discover that the two dots have a detailed electronic structure that was not explicitly
considered when the chemistry of radical pairs was discussed. Ideas such as electron spin
correlation, triplet radical pairs, singlet radical pairs, and doublets come up and the
question arises: Do these ideas have any relationship to the two dot chemistry of radical
pairs and diradicals? In a course on magnetic resonance and in reading the research literature, the student may learn that the odd electron of radicals interact with magnetic nuclei
and that funny NMR spectra (CIDNP) sometimes arise when reactions involving radicals are
analyzed in a NMR spectrometer. Again a question arises: Are these spectroscopic phenomena
related in any chemically significant manner to the two dot chemistry of radical pairs and
diradicals?
Many students who do research involving two dot chemistry occasionally get into extensive
discussions of the problem of how a radical pair, just born as a triplet (two parallel electron spins) can become a singlet radical pair (one electron spin up and one electron spin
down). How do such "spin flips" occur? What does it mean to separate the "correlated"
triplet dots in space to "infinity" and thereby lose the correlation?
In this report we shall attempt to show how an understanding of two dot chemistry indeed
requires an integration of concepts such as electron spin correlation, electron-nuclear
interactions and magnetic resonance. This integration allows the rational design of remarkable experiments in which radical reactions provide a means of spontaneously sorting nuclear
isotopes based on differing nuclear magnetic moments and in which the yields of products may
be controlled by nuclear magnetic moments or by applications of magnetic fields comparable
to those available in small laboratory magnetic stirrers. It shall be demonstrated that
these effects arise as a result of the competition between cage reactions of radical pairs
and irreversible escape of radical pairs from cages. These effects will be shown to be enhanced when the cages holding the radical pairs are the hydrophobic cores of micellar aggregates. Finally, it will be demonstrated that such effects are not confined to micellar systems, but that they also occur in thermal reactions.
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL RULES
Several useful rules shall serve as guides to understanding the mechanisms of reactions of
radical pairs produced by homolytic cleavage of a typical organic molecule:
Rule 1 . (Wigner ' s spin conservation rule) .
When the bond connecting two groups a and b
undergoes homolytic cleavage, the radical pair (à,1) is produced with conservation of spin
of the immediate precursor. This means that homolytic cleavage of a singlet molecule la-b
will produce a singlet radical iá,b) and that homolytic cleavage of a triplet molecule 3a-b
will produce a triplet radical pair, 3(á,).

1a-b -

1(à)

singlet molecule +

singlet

radical pair

3a-b -'-

3(á,)

triplet molecule -'

triplet

radical pair

Rule 2. Singlet radical pairs can undergo "two-dot" cage reactions of combination and disproportionation which lead to molecular products, but triplet radical pairs cannot undergo such
cage reactions. This means that a triplet radical pair must undergo intersystem crossin9
(ISC) to a singlet radical pair beforeit can undergo. a cage reaction.

1(á)
'1'

cage combination or cage disproportionation

iSc

(a1,)

(1

From these rules it can be seen that an understanding of the mechanisms for ISC of a triplet
radical pair is required for an understanding of the two dot chemistry of triplet radical
pairs. The latter are commonly produced in many important photoreactions, including most
reactions of n,ir* states.

MAGNETIC EFFECTS ON ORGANIC IEACTIONS
We shall demonstrate that as a natural consequence of the two rules listed in the previous
section, magnetic field and magnetic isotope effects are expected to occur in reactions
involving radical pairs. The possibility that the reactivity and efficiency of reactions
involving radical pairs will depend on nuclear spin states (or laboratory magnetic fields) is
a rather fascinating idea in view of the tiny interactions that exist between electron spins
and nuclear spins (or electron spins and laboratory magnetic fields). Many chemists are
accustomed to thinking of nuclei as passive mass points, whose inertia only allows them to
follow but not to influence electronic processes in a significant way (1). However, in addition to mass, nuclei possess a second important property (or non-property): Magnetism or
magnetic spin (or diamagnetism or lack of magnetic spin). The latter property is not usually
considered in a discussion of reaction mechanisms. Nevertheless, the influence of substitution of 13C (magnetic, spin 1/2) f 12C (non-magnetic, spin 0) or of 2H (magnetic, spin 1)
for LU (magnetic, spin 1/2) or of 0 (magnetic, spin 5/2) for l6 or 18o (non-magnetic, spin
0) could lead to net chemical effects that are due to the magnetic, rather than to the mass
properties of nuclei. Similarly, the possible influence of laboratory magnetic fields on
chemical reactions represents an intriguing notion but most chemists would be hard pressed to
cite any famous, documented cases (or even any obscure, undocumented examples)
(2).
A simple thermodynamic argument has been employed to summarily dismiss any serious possibility of significant magnetic field or magnetic isotope effects on the rates and/or efficiencies
of chemical processes. The logic goes as follows. As shown in Table 1, the strongest laboratory magnetic fields (lOO,OOO Gauss) correspond to tiny energies (O.O3 kcal/mole) relative
to the commonly encountered activation energies of chemical reactions (30 kcalJmole).
Hence, neither laboratory nor nuclear magnets can be expected to produce measurable effects
on the energetics of chemical processes. Hence, there can be no serious possibility of magnetic field effects or magnetic isotope effects on chemical processes. This is a pretty good
argument, as far as it goes, and it would be difficult to refute if the rates and efficiencies
of chemical reactions depended only on energetic considerations.
Reaction rates and efficiencies depend not only on energetic factors but also depend on entropic factors. The latter correspond to the molecule's "getting it all together" when it possesses the correct amount of energy and being able to "do it" within a narrow window of time.
In terms of the Arrhenius formulation of rates, a rate constant is given by k = A e LE/RT•
The "A-factor" may be viewed as a measure of how tough it is to "get it all together" at the
molecular level when the energy and the time are "just right". Magnetic effects on the A
factor are possible if "getting it right" means interconverting states that possess different
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magnetic properties, i.e., triplet states and singlet states.

TABLE

1.

Conversion table of magnetic field effects.

cm1

Gauss

kcal/mole

-
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—1
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strong magnet

10,000 G

strong magnet

1

102 cm1

100 G

toy magnet, strong hf
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earth s magnetic field

10

kcal/mole

10 kcal/mole
l0 kcal/mole

10 G l0

cm1

106

—4

—1

—7

1 G

10

2x108 G 20,000

chemical bond

cm1

—2

cm

cm1

10

kcal/mole
kcal/nole

59 kcal/mole

For example, if a rate or efficiency limiting step of a reaction sequence is a triplet-singlet intersystem crossing, a mechanism involving magnetic interactions is automatically required. In such a situation the magnetic spin properties of nuclei, by controlling the rate
of intersystem crossing, may determine the reactivity and efficiency of certain reaction pathways.

When a molecule undergoes a homolytic cleavage, a radical pair is produced, two free radical
centers are formed and large magnetic moments are created. It is therefore natural to search
for magnetic effects in the chemistry of radical pairs. We now give a brief, qualitative
description of the origins of magnetic effects on the reactivity of radical pairs.
Spin correlated and spin random radical pairs.
The ability of a radical pair to undergo a cage combination or a cage disproportionation reaction depends on the electronic spin state of the radical pair. In general, a caged radical
pair may be characterized as existing in one of three states: sing1et state, triplet state,
and two doublet states. The electron spins of the radical pair are correlated in the singlet

2.
)

singlet (correlated pair)

a b

triplet (correlated pair)

a

two doublets (uncorrelated pair)

state and in the triplet state, but are uricorrelated when both radicals are doublets. The
correlation of spins in the singlet and triplet states may be visualized by use of a vector
model (Fig. 1). (4)

THE STATES OF A SPIN CORRELATED RADICAL PAIR
THE TRIPLET STATE(S)

THE SINGLET
STATE

Hz

Fig.

T

T_

T0

S

1 Vector model of the triplet and singlet states of a radical pair
(or diradical). The direction of an arbitrary magnetic field H is used
as an orienting directing direction about which the electron spn vectors
precess.
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For the two odd electrons of the radical pair, quantum mechanics allows four possible arrangeinents of the electron spin vectors (relative to some defined magnetic field axis Hz deterThe spin vectors
mined by the strongest magnetic interactions experienced by the spins) .

must point in the direction of Hz ( spins) or in a direction opposite to H ( spins) . Next
it is noted that the four allowed arrangements of spins are ctct, ,
(in phase) and
, and (c) . arrangements comprise the three components of a
,
(c) (out of phase) . The
(spin correlated) triplet radical pair whereas the (ct) arrangement corresponds to a (spin
correlated) singlet radical pair. The "correlation" of the spins is preserved as long as
electron exchange is strong enough to overcome dephasing and spin vector inversions that are
induced by magnetic forces experienced by the radical pair. As the fragments of the pair
separate further and further from one another, the exchange interaction decreases until the
spins lose their initial correlation. This means that random fluctuating magnetic fields due
to electronic orbital motion or nuclear magnetic moments can cause intersystem crossing by
"rephasing" of singlet radical pairs to triplet radical pairs, as shown in Fig. 2, i.e., S
(cd) - + T (u).
Conventionally, the three sublevels of a radical pair are given the following symbols: T (c)÷ = T0, T (ccz) = T+, and T () = T_. The triplet sublevels are all
characterized by a net spin angular momentum of unity (spin multiplicity, S = 1), and by a
quantum number M5 (+1, 0, —1) which characterize the T÷, T0 and T_ levels, respectively.

(c)

II
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pure
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II
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.
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II
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singlet
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spin rephasing

1
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2 Schematic vector representation of two mechanisms for intersystem
crossing in a radical pair. In the first mechanism, T0
5, a magnetic
field (due to a laboratory field or a nuclear magnetic moment) in the z
direction causes the two electron spin vectors (initially -as) to precess
about H at different frequencies. It is the relative precessional rate
which matters here. In the fig. the -ct spin is shown undergoing "spin
rephasing" as it switches from a-a to an a orientation, converting a singIn the second mechanism, T÷ 5, a nuclear
let (—as) to a triplet (as).
moment causes a torque on the electron spin in the x (or y) direction and
causes an electron spin flip (a+) which occurs simultaneously with a nuclear spin flip.

Electron

exchange

and Zeeman interaction. Splitting of triplet sublevels and splitting of

singlet and trlet states.
We shall now consider two interactions which "split" energy levels and in doing so, can inhibit certain ISC mechanisms relative to others.
The first interaction is the exchange of odd electrons of the radical pair which is characterized by an exchange energy, J. The exchange interaction is electrostatic (non-magnetic) and
is distinguished from Couloinbic interactions by its dependence on electron spin, i.e., spin
dependent exchange electrostatic forces must be postulated as a fundamental principle of quantum mechanics. As we have seen earlier, the two odd electrons of a radical pair may be oriented (in a magnetic field) so that their magnetic vectors may be either added or subtracted to
yield a total spin of unity (triplet state) or zero (singlet state). The exchange interaction
causes the energies of the singlet and triplet state to differ by the quantity, J. The greater the exchange of electrons the greater the value of J and the larger the energy separation
of S and T. The magnitude of J drops off rapidly as one proceeds from a bonded pair of nuclei
(J60-80 kcal/moles) to a caged radical pair (Figure 3).
The exchange interaction may be viewed as a force that tends to preserve an initial spin orien-
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tation. In other words, in an electron exchange, all quantum numbers remain identical, so
that electron spin multiplicity cannot change during an electron exchange, unless a force
whose energy is stronger than J operates during the exchange process.

CAGED
RADICAL

MOLECULE

PAIR

SOLVENT
SEPARATED
RADICAL

FREE
RAD(CALS

PAIR

a—b

11

J''6O-8O

o.

kcal/mole

kcal/mole

< i64

kcal /mole

j <<
kcal/mole

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the exchange interaction, 3, of an
electron pair initially localized in a bond between groups a and b and then
localized as odd electrons on a and b. The effect of J is to energetically
split T± and T0 from S and thereby inhibit ISC.
The second interaction is that between the electron spins and local magnetic forces due to
macroscopic laboratory magnetic fields and to microscopic magnetic fields due to electron
spins and nuclear spins. The Zeeman interaction refers to the interaction of electron spins
with a macroscopic magnetic field and is responsible for the splitting of the T+, T0 and T..
levels in a laboratory field (Fig. 4). Note that the magnitude of the splitting is equal to
g where g is the g-factors (available from ESR spectroscopy) of radicals a and b, and
is
Bohr magneton, a fundamental constant for electrons.
From the above discussion it is clear that magnetic forces cannot compete with exchange forces
until the radical pair is well separated in space (8-lOA).

—S
T+, T0

T_

t S

S
when

a> qi

when a < gi

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the Zeeman interaction gH on the energetic separation of T÷, T_ and T0. When the Zeeman interaction is small
relative to other interactions (such as the hyperfine interaction whose
strength is given by a, the hyperfine splitting constant), the triplet and
singlet states are energetically degenerate ad all three triplet sublevels
interconvert with the singlet state. When gH is large rlative to a, only
The effect of gH is to energetiT S intersystem crossing occurs.
cally split T± from S and thereby inhibit intersystem crossing from or to
these sublevels.

The mechanisms for inthrsystem crossing ma radical pair.
We examine in more detail the mechanisms by which intersystem crossing may occur in a spin correlated radical pair and how the exchange and Zeeman splitting can influence intersystem crossing in radical pairs. It is useful to classify intersystem crossing (ISC) mechanisms in
terms of the major interactions which cause the electron spins to rephase (ST0) or to flip
(S2r or S3_): (1) spin orbit interaction; (2) Zeeman interaction; (3) electron-nuclear
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hyperfine interaction. The spin-orbit interaction occurs because a magnetic field is generated as the result of the orbital motion of electrons and this magnetic field influences the
magnetic moment due to electron spin. Let us term the rate constant for ISC by this mechanism
as kso. Spin-orbit interaction is most important when the interacting electrons are on a
single atomic nucleus, which is not the case in radical pairs. Thus, spin-orbit coupling is
generally not an important mechanism for ISC of radical pairs.
The Zeeman interaction in addition to "splitting" T÷ and T_ away from T0, also causes the
el*ctron spin vectors to precess about the applied field at a rate that is proportional to
LgH (Fig. 2). This means that because of an imbalance of g factors (g5 '
the rate of the
"rephasing" interconversion of T0 to S (and of S to T0) is thus proportional to Ag. Let us
term the rate constant for ISC by this mechanism k.

g)

The electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction (hfi) is characterized by a quantity a, the hyperfine constant, which may be extracted from ESR spectrscopy. As a result of this magnetic
interaction electron spins precess faster, and a ISC mechanism is thereby providing for the
rephasing ST0 (Fig. 2). Let the rate constant for ISC by this mechanism by ka. In addition,
nuclear spins may exchange momentum with electron spins via this interaction. If the nuclear
sp.in responsible for the hfi is 1/2, then ISC processes T (-l/2)S(+l/2) and T(-l/2)S(+l/2)
are allowed (Fig. 2)if the energy separation of T+, T_ andS are smaller than the hyperfine
interaction. Let the rate constant for ISC by this mechanism by k.

In summary, three mechanisms exist for ISC of spin correlated radical: spin orbit coupling,
Zeeman interaction and hyperfine interaction. The observed rate constant (kC) for ISC in a
spin correlated radical pair is thus given by

k'C=k
+k
OB
SO

÷

o

Lig

is expected to be minimal beWhen exchange interaction is largest (caged radical pair),
cause a large J inhibits ISC by any mechanism (Fig. 3 ). In a solvent separated radical pair,
however, T+ and T0 become degenerate with S (Fig. 3 ), weak magnetic interactions due to hyperfine coupling can begin to cause ISC in the radical pair. As mentioned above, k50 is negligible for carbon centered radical pairs so that

'

kg + k

+

are now in a position to perceive three limiting situations (Fig.5) for ISC in a solvent
separated, spin correlated radical pair:

We

I.

II.
III.

>a>
+

LgH >>
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kAg
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Fig. 5 Representation of the three limiting cases

for ISC in an organic ra-

dical pair. In cases I and II the hyperfine interaction (a) induces ISC.
In case I, all three levels participate in ISC. In case II, only T0 can
undergo ISC. In case III, ISC is induced by the Zeernan interaction.
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Thus, magnetic effects on radical pairs will arise whenever ISC falls into one of the limiting
cases I, II or III. The chemical consequences of these limiting cases are now examined.
Chemical consequences of magnetic effects in radical pairs.
From eqs. I-Ill it follows that the rate of ISC of a spin correlated radical pair and hence
the probability of cage reaction of a spin correlated radical pair depends both on the nuclear
spins that are associated with the radical pair and on the laboratory magnetic fields experienced by the pair. The consequences of these magnetic effects on ISC are (1) a non-equilibrium population (polarization) of nuclear spin levels may be produced in the reaction products. This polarization may be determined experimentally by NMR analysis of the reaction
and observation of "enhanced" absorption or enhanced "emission" of the products eventually
produced by the radical pair. The phenomenon of polarization of nuclear spin level in the
molecules generated from radical pairs is termed chemically induced dynamic nuclear
tion (CIDNP), and has been the subject of intense research ever since its discovery in 1967
(3); (2) Isotope effects which depend on differences in nuclear magnetic moments (magnetic
isotope effects) may be observed in the rates of cage reactions of a correlated radical pair,
since nuclei of different isotopes generally possess different magnetic moments and therefore
exert different hyperfine interactions on electron spins. For example (Table 2) although
both H and D are magnetic nuclei, H possesses a magnetic moment that is several times larger
than D. As a result, for chemically equivalent positioning in a radical pair, H will induce
ISC faster than D. Isotope effects can be most pronounced when comparing a magnetic isotope
with a non-magnetic isotope of the same element. As seen in Table 2, 3-2C nuclei possess no
nuclear spin and therefore possess no nuclear magnetic moment, whereas 13C nuclei are magnetic. As a result for chemically equivalent positioning in a radical pair, 13C nuclei can
induce ISC by a mechanism (hfi) that is completely unavailable to -2C nuclei. The most convincing demonstration of a magnetic isotope effect would involve the unique behavior of a

TABLE 2. Some properties of common isotopes.

—

-

Nucleus

y(a)

1H

27,000

2H

4,100

PN(b)

2.8

0.86

I (spin)

1/2

100

1

0.016
100

12C

0

0

0

13C

7,000

0.70

1/2

l6

0

17
l8

—3,600
0

0

—1.9
0

Natural abundance (%)

0

1.08
100

5/2

0.04

0

0.20

(a) Nagnetogyric ratios in radians S- G. Ref: J.E. Wertz and J.R. Bolton, "Electron Spin Resonance", McGraw-Hill, New York, 1972.
(b) Nuclear magnetic moment. Ref. M. Bersohn and J.C Baird, "An Introduction
to Electron Magnetic Paramagnetic Resonance," W.A. Benjamin, New York 1966,
p. 87. Units erg/G. The magnetic moment is related to the magnetogyric
ratio by the relation N = 'IYN.

"middle" isotope on the rate of reaction. For example (Table 2) l7 is a magnetic "middle"
isotope that is flanked by non-magnetic isotoes l6 and l8, As a result, if a reaction rate
was special for l7 relative to both l6 and i80, the operation of a magnetic isotope effect
would be strongly indicated. (3) The dependence of cage reaction probability on magnetic moments provides a means for the selective separation of magnetic isotopes from non-magnetic
isotopes. For example, triplet radical pairs possessing magnetic nuclei will undergo faster
ISC than equivalent triplet radical pairs that do not possess magnetic nuclei. As a result,
cage reactions involving triplet radical pairs may produce products that are enriched in mag(4) The efficiency of cage reactions
netic nuclei (of nuclei having larger magnetic moments).
may depend on the strength of an external magnetic field. From Fig. 5 we see that the
netic field effect on correlated radical pairs may arise from two different mechanisms, but
that both are related to the Zeeman interaction. The first mechanism involves a simple energy splitting of the triplet sublevels. When the extent of this splitting is larger than the
magnitude of the hfi, the rate of ISC from the T+ and T levels is decreased. For illustration, the efficiency of hyperfine induced ISC of spin correlated triplet pair will be decrea> a. As a result, the efficiency of
sed in the presence of a magnetic field for which
cage reaction of the triplet pair will decrease.
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If the external field is large enough or i.f g is large enough, the magnitude of gi will be
greater than the magnitude of the hyperfine interaction. Thus, in a triplet radiôal pair,
T+-3S and T-'-S will be negligible, but the rate of T0-)S transitions will be increased to a
value larger than that at low fields. As a result, the efficiency of cage reaction of the
triplet radical pair may increase in a strong enough magnetic field, after an initial decrease
in weaker fields.
(5) Magnetic effects on cage teactions should be possible by appliction
of magnetic fields of the order of "lOO-5OO Gauss, since even at such "weak" fields gH is
comparable or larger than typical values for organic radical pairs. This consequence is particularly striking because it stresses that magnetic field effects should be sought with weak
fields and not only with extremely strong fields.

The role of intersystein crossing in the cage reactions of spin correlated radical pairs.
According to Wigner's Spin Conservation Rule, the total electron spin of a reacting system is
conserved in any elementary chemical step. The physical basis of this rule is the general
lack of mechanisms for changing spin momentum during the very short lifetime of a transition
state. Thus, according to Wigner's rule, only singlet radical pairs can undergo cage recombination and cage disproportionation to yield singlet molecular products. Accordingly, a
triplet radical pair cannot undergo cage reaction until it has undergone ISC. However, the
triplet radical pair is not prevented from undergoing processes which preserve triplet character. For example, mechanical processes such as translational displacement, conformational
changes and reactions which produce a new triplet radical pair are not forbidden by Wigner's
rule. As a result, ISC from a triplet radical pair to singlet radical pair, a process which
requires a change in magnetic properties, will compete with other processes which preserve
the initial magnetic properties (4).

Figure 6 summarizes a common situation in which translational diffusion of the fragments of a
radical pair competes with ISC. Suppose after photoexcitation a molecule forms a molecular
triplet, T1, which then undergoes homolytic cleavage to produce, according to Wigner's rule,
a caged triplet radical pair 3. Hyperfine mixing does not occur effectively in the cage
because J is too large. Upon1formation of a solvent separated pair hfi ISC may occur to produce a singlet radical pair, HP. The latter is expected to undergo cage reactions, with
close to unit efficiency.

be 3caae This quantity is determined
Let the efficiency of cage reaction starting from
by the relative rates of ISC (3RP-*½P) and (irreversible) difusional separation to form
(scavengable) free radicals. Let the rate constant for the 3HP--HP process be kTS and the
rate constant for irreversible diffusion separation be kDIF. Then
3

k

cage kTS +kDIF

(1)

is the efficiency of formatio of 3RP. From eq. 1 it is clear that since kTS may be
where
influenced by magnetic effects, then cage may be influenced by magnetic effects, also.
We now present a highly simplified but physically reasonable and insightful model for understanding how cage effects of radical pairs originate and why they are especially prone to the
influence of magnetic effects.
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6 Generation of a triplet radical pair from a triplet (T1) molecule
precursor. After formation of the caged primary triplet radical geminate
pair 3RP, a competition between cage reaction (which requires a prior ISC)
and translational diffusion of the radical fragments develops.
Molecular mechanics. Solvent cages and the reactions of radical pairs.
A mechanical picture of the effect of a solvent cage on chemical reactivity was recognized by
Frank and Rabinowitch (5). These authors suggested that if two particles encounter and become
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nearest neighbors in the solution phase, the solvent molecules surrounding the particles constitute a mechanical "cage". The latter inhibits (relative to the gas phase) the translational separation of the encounter pair. The cage causes collisions of an encounter pair to
occur in sets, estimated to be of the order of 10-100 for small molecules in non-viscous solvents. The basis of the increase in collisions is the requirement that one of the two partides, after undergoing a collision with its encounter partner, must find a "hole" in the
walls of the solvent cage that is large enough to provide an egress for "escape" from the
solvent cage. The absence of such a hole will cause a reflection of the particle back into
collision with its partner. The sequence-collision, search for an escape egress, reflection,
collision— will continue until either a reaction has occurred or escape occurs.
Noyes (6) elaborated the cage model by recognizing that particles which have just escaped
from a solvent cage may have a high probability of reencountering their original partner, i.
e., the probability of return to the cage is competitive with irreversible escape.
These ideas of solvent cages have had a considerable impact on the interpretation of the
chemistry of radicals whichare commonly generated from precursor molecules in pairs. Consider a caged radical pair a that is produced in solution as the result of homolytic cleavage
of a precursor molecule a-b. We term a a primary geminate caged radical pair, where primary refers to the facts that the pair was produced directly from a molecular precursor, and
that neither partner has yet escaped the initial cage in which the pair was born, and gemimate refers to the fact that both a and J! possess a common parentage and are offspring of the
same precursor molecule. In time, either a or IS will find a hole in the wall of the solvent
cage and produce a solvent separated geminate pair ajJ.__The latter pair may either reen—

counter and produce a secondary, geminate caged pair,F or undergo further diffusional
separation and (eventually) achieve a random separation in the solution, i.e., the geminate
pair becomes two free radicals a + IS.

Figure 7 summarizes the processes discussed above. Suppose we now consider the reactions and
IS. In general, these cage processes may be classified as (1)
processes of a caged pair
combination reactions; (2)disproportionation reactions; (3) chemical modification, e.g.,
reactions which convert
IS into a chemically modified radical pair and (4) physical modification e.g., spin state imterconversions.
Notice that cage processes may occur from an a radical and a IS radical of three types:
(.1)
from primary geminate pairs; (2) from secondary geminate pairs and (3) from pairs formed from
free radicals that have previously achieved random separation in solution. Cage processes of
types 1 and 2 lead exclusively to combination and disproportionation reactions of fragments
originating from the same original initiator molecule, whereas cage processes of type 3 involve mainly reactions of fragments originating from different initiator molecules.

To clarify these important points, type 1 and type 2 processes can only lead to combination
products of composition a + b, but the type 3 process can lead to combination products of
composition a + b, a + a, and b + b.

ii + b
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Fig.

7. Schematic representation of pathways to form primary geminate (caged)
pairs, primary solvent separate pairs, secondary geminate (caged) pairs and
random free radicals.
The cage effect in the reactions of radical pairs.
The "cage effect" of radical pairs is a consequence of the competition between cage processes and escape of the pair from the solvent cage. The cage effect may be rendered quantitative by making escape irreversible. Operationally, this may usually be achieved by employing free radical scavengers that efficiently react with all radicals that escape from solvent
cages (Fig. 8). When the yield of cage product becomes independent of further increases in
the concentration of scavenger, the unscavengable fraction of radical pairs represents the
"cage effect". Note from Fig. 8 that in the absence of scavengers
reaction occurs via
both geminate radical pairs and via radical pairs produced from encounters of random free
radicals.
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THE CAGE EFFECT
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Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the cage effect in a liquid.
Micellar aggregates formed from ionic detergents in aqueous solution.
A detergent molecule typically possesses a partial hydrophobic and partial hydrophilic structure. For instance (Fig. 9) ionic detergents commonly have a straight chain hydrocarbon
"tail" consisting of 10-18 carbon atoms terminating in an ionic "head". Hexadecyltrimethylanimonium

chloride (IIDTC1) C113 (c112) 15i(Cii3) 3C1 is an example of a

cationic detergent and

so-

dium dodecylsulfate (SDS) CH(CH2)11OSONa + is an example of an anionic detergent. When
added to water at low concentrations, tese detergents form solutions possessing properties
expected for solutions of simple electrolytes. Above a certain concentration, (that depends
on the detergent structure) many of the properties (i.e., viscosity, light scattering, electrical conductance) of the solution deviate sharply from those expected for solutions of
simple electrolytes (7).
• WATER MOLECULE
.,°vV\.•

DETERGENT MOLECULE

.....,
TYPICAL IONIC OETERGENTS

CH3(CH2)11S0? No SDS
CH3(CH2)15ACH)3 BP HDTBr

R*9I;HI!!J
ootsld.

Goy C

hap

TOPOLOGICAL MODEL OF MICELLE

Fig. 9 Schematic model of micelle aggregates formed by addition of HDTC1

or

SDS to water.
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The concentration (or range of concentrations) for which the properties of detergent solutions begin to show sharp deviation from the behavior of simple electrolytes is called the
"critical nicelle concentration" or CMC because at this concentration detergent molecules
begin to aggregate to form micelles. Fig. 9 shows a schematic model of the micelle aggregates formed from HDTC1 and SDS at concentrations near the CMC.
We assume for simplicity
that such micelles have maximal cross sections of the order of 20-30A, which correspond to
5o-loo detergent molecules per micelle. These micelles provide microscopic hydrophobic
environments in a fundamentally aqueous nediuxn. The important topological properties of
inicelles (those geometric properties which are independent of the detailed detergent structure or the detailed nicelle structure) are (1) an inside which is hydrophobic and capable
of solubilizing organic molecules; (2) a high polar boundary that separates the hydrophobic
inside fron the bulk aqueous phase and (3) an outside that consists of the bulk aqueous phase.

Micelle aggregates as hydrophobic cages for the reactions ofradical pairs.
The hydrophobic interior of a micelle provides an interesting restricted volume of hydrophobic
space (in an otherwise aqueous environment) that is capable of solubilizing an organic substrate. When an organic molecule enters and is solubilized by a nicelle, for a certain period of time the solute is captured by the nicelle. During this time period, the translational freedom of the solute is mostly restricted to the hydrophobic inside of the nicelle.
Consider now a geminate radical pair that is generated by homolytic cleavage of a molecule
that is solubilized in the micelle. This pair will remain geminate until one or both of the
radicals escapes into the bulk aqueous phase. Thus, there is a close analogy to the ideas of
a solvent cage for a homogeneous fluid solution and the hydrophobic cages provided by micellar
aggregates.
in terms of the reactions of radical pairs, some important quantitative differences exist between solvent cages and micelles. The first difference has to do with the "size" of the two
cages. The volume of a solvent cage, by definition is roughly the size of the encounter radical pair, i.e., very little free volume is available to the pair so that occupation of the
cage is equivalent to being in the state of collision. The volume of a micellar cage, on
the other hand, is large enough to allow the geminate pair to separate by distances up to
tens of K. The second difference has to do with the time scale for which the radical pair
exists as a geminate pair. For non-viscous organic solutions (e.g., benzene, acetonitrile)
at ambient temperature the residence time of a primary geminate pair in a solvent cage is
sec. In contrast, if the radical pair each possess six or more carbon atoms,
the residence time of the pair in the miceile will generally be >lO6sec.

The effect of micellization on reactions invo1vin radical pairs.
Qualitatively there are a number of general and novel consequences expected when hydrophobic
radical pairs are generated photochemically in miceile environments:
(1) An increase in the
efficiency of cage reactions, relative to homogeneous solution, as a result of the relatively
slow escape rate of radicals from micellar cages relative to solvent cages and (2) a decrease
in the quantum yield for net reaction in micelles relative to homogeneous solvents as a resuit of enhanced radical recombination (also a manifestation of the slower escape rate of
radicals from miceilar relative to solvent cages).
Consider the steps given in eqs. 2 and 3.

k

PP —-3

cage reaction

(2)

irreversible cage escape

(3)

k
PP

The efficiency of cage reaction is given by

k
cage reaction = ________

k0 +ke

(4)

and the quantum yield for net reaction is given by
—

where

l-

k
(

rec.

k

+ ke

(5)

is the efficiency of producing a caged singlet radical pair per photon absorbed,

PP
and rec is the fraction of singlet radical pairs that undergo regeneration of the starting
material as one of the cage reactions.
In homogeneous solution triplet radical pairs undergo relatively slow ISC, whereas escape
from solvent cages are relatively fast. As a result, k>>k and cage effects starting from
triplet pairs are small (l-lO%). In micelles, the slow ISC of triplets is not as crucial
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since the residence time of radical pairs in the micelle cage are nuch longer. As a result,
ke kc and cage effects starting from triplet pairs may be appreciable ( 30-100%).
Fig. 10 summarizes schematically the important time scales pertinent to cage reactions of
radical pairs in micelles. In order for hfi to be effective, the spin correlation of the
radical pair must last l x lO to "l x 106 sec., i.e., the radical pair must remain geminate and not diffuse too far apart (lest the electron correlation be lost) during this time
period. The "lifetimes' of typical organic solutes in micelles are commonly >l06 sec. and
the dimensions of typical micelles from HDTC1 and SOS prevent separation of the fragments of
a radical pair by more than 8-lOA. Thus, conditions are ideal for effective hfi induced
ISC for radical pairs generated in HDTC1 and SDS xnicelles.
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10 Time scales for important dynamic processes involving micelles,
solutes in micelles and spin dynamics.

Exasp1es of the cage effect in micelle aggregates. Photolysis of dibenzyl ketones and
dibenzyl ketones.
The photolysis of dibenzyl ketone (DBK) and substituted DBK's in homogeneous solution has
been shown to proceed via the following "two dot" mechanism (8):

stituted

C6H5CH2COCH2C6H5 —S1-I-T1+C6H5CH2CO + CH2C6H54C6H5CH2CH2C6H5 + COC6H5CH2CH2C6H5
The molecular triplet state, T1, undergoes a primary photochemical process to produce a caged
(triplet) geminate radical pair as a result of homolytic H-cleavage. Evidently cage recombination of the geminate pair is not very efficient because the quantum yield for formation of
DPE is quite high (0.7). Nevertheless, a CIDNP study (9) indicates that a small fraction
of the geminate CH5CH,ê0 CH2C6H5 pair undergoes cage recombination. However, scavenging
experiments (10) read to the conclusion that the cage effect for combination of geminate
C6H5CH2COCR2C6H5 radical pairs is 0. These conclusions are confirmed by experiments with
asymmetrical dibenzyl ketones:

C6H5CH2CQCH2Ar —4 C6H5CH2CH2C6H5 + C6H5CH2CH2Ar + ArCH2CH2Ar
ACOB

AA

AB

BB

The ratio of products AA:AB:BB would be 0:100:0 if there were 100% cage effect and 25:50:25
if there were 0% cage effect. Experimentally the ratio is very close to 25:50:25, i.e., a
cage effect of 0% is observed (11).
Cage effects are measured experimentally by two standard methods: (1) scavenging experiments
in which it is shown that at sufficiently high concentration of scavenger, all non-geminate
radical pairs (i.e., all the "free radicals" radicals that irreversibly escape the primary
cage) are quantitatively scavengable. The cage effect is then given by the fraction of decomposed starting material that forms cage product(s) in the presence of sufficient scavenger
to intercept all free radicals; (2) product ratio experiments in which the cage reactions of
free radicals is known to occur in a certain fashion and the experimental ratio is then
compared to a standard. For example, if an asymmetrical ketone ACOB yields products AA, AB
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and BB after decarbonylation the cage effect (assuming random coupling of A and B free radi—
cals) is given by
AB-(AA + BB)
_____________
AA + AB + BB

cage effect =

(6)

In terms of a scavenging experiment, the cage effect would be given by
(AB)

cage effect =

us

(7)

(ACOB) R

where (AB) is the unscavengable amount of asymmetrical coupling product and (ACOB)R is the
amount of reacted ketone.
The photolysis of dibenzyl ketone (DBK) in aqueous HDTC1 solution (above the CMC), results in
nearly quantitative formation of 1,2-diphenylethane (DPE) and a low yield of an isoxneric ketone 4-methyiphenylacetophenone (PMPA) (11).

C6H5CH2COCH2C6H5 HDTI C6H5CH2CH2C6H5 +

CHO_COCH2C6HS

DPE

DBK

PMPA

Addition of

CuC17 to the HDTC1 solutions of DBK results in an initial lowering of the yield
of DPE followed Ey an independence of the yield of DPE upon further addition of CuC12 (Fig.
11). New products, benzyl alcohol and benzylchloride are produced:

C6H5CH2COCH2C6H5

C6H5CH2CH2C6H5

HDTC1,

+

C6H5CH2C1

+

C6H5CH2OH

5.0

*
4.0

c,o

4' 30
2.0

1.0 -—0—---—O---

.001 .005 .01

F—CH2—C—CH2-—-€ (disoppeorance)
0

—0

.03

.05

[Cu24), M—'-

Fig. 11 The relative yield of DPE and the yield of DBK disappearance as a
function of added Cud2 to HDTC1 solution. Note that the yield of DPE is
initially very sensitive to added scavenger but then becomes insensitive
to further addition of scavenger. On the other hand, the disappearance of
DBKis independent of scavenger concentration. These results are consistent with ineffective scavenging of geminate C6H5CH2CO CH2C6H5 radicals
which presumably either recombine or undergo decarbonylation anddo not
escape from micelle cages. On the other hand, geminate C6H5CH2 CH2C6H5
radical pairs undergo substantial micelle escape in competition with combination to form DPE.
Since HDTC1 possesses a positively charged boundary Cu2+ and CuC1+ (formed by solution of
CuC12 in the bulk aqueous phase) will experience a strong repulsion as they approach the
micellar boundary. As a result, C6H5CH2 radicals in micelles are protected from reaction
with Cu2+ and CuCl+. However, upon escape from the micellar to the bulk aqueous phase,
C6H5CH2 radicals are quantitatively scavenged by aqueous phase copper ions. From the effect
of copper scavenging on the yield of DPE, a cage effect of 30% may be computed from eq. 7.
The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 12.

The cage effect for DBK in HDTC1 may also be measured without employing a scavenger. When
mixtures of C6H5CH2COCH2C6H5 and C6H5CD2COCD2C6H5 are photolyzed in HDTC1 solutions (under
conditions that micelles do not contain more than one DBK molecule), a mixture of isotopic
DPE's is produced (12).
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12 Schematic representation of the copper scavenging experiment. Geminate radical pairs are produced in micelles. In the absence of Cu(II)
scavenger, the coupling product is formed by two pathways: combination of
geminate radical pairs and combination of free radicals. In the presence
of sufficient Cu(II) scavenger (Fig. 11), the free radical pathway to combination product is diverted to formation of products RX, which result
from scavenging.
From the yields of h4, h2d2 and d4, the cage effect may be computed from an equation analogous to eq. 6.
cage effect =

h4 + d4

-

h2d2

+ d4 + h2d2

Experimentally, a cage effect = 30% is obtained by this method. Since the agreement is
excellent between the measured cage effects by the scavenging method and by the product ratio
method, we are confident that the use of copper as a scavenger does not significantly perturb
the behavior of the radical reactions occurring in micelles of HDTC1.

The de?endence of the cage effect onmicelle occupancy by ketones.
The question arises as to whether a second radical pair can be generated in a micelle during
the lifetime of a pair that has been previously generated in the same micelle. If this
should be the case, the cage effect would decrease because A + A and B ÷ B combinations
could now occur within the micelle cage. Experimentally, one can vary the "occupancy number"
(defined as the ratio of concentration of ketone to concentration of micelles) of ketones in
a micelle from values for which there is a low probability of finding more than one ketone in
a micelle to values for which there is the probability of finding more than one ketone in a
micelle is essentially unity.
Measurement of the cage effect as a function of occupancy number, <n>, provides information
on whether more than one radical pair exists within a micelle during the same time period.
Table 3 summarizes the results of such experiments (12). Variation of <n> from 0.4 to 17 leads to a variation of only a few percent in the cage effect. Thus, formation of multiple radical pairs in the same micelle during a common time period is not important. Indeed, the
observed slight decrease in the cage effect at higher values of <n> may be due to an increased escape route, since it is known that addition of hydrophobic molecules to micelles causes
a "loosening" of the micelle structure in addition to an increase in the size of micelles.
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TABLE 3. Cage effect for 4-methylbenzyl benzyl ketone as a function of
micelle occupancy number.
HDTC1a

<>b

%CageC

.0004

0.1

0.4

50

.0006

0.1

0.6

49

.001

0.1

1

50

.0025

0.1

25

47

.004

0.1

4

45

.010

0.1

10

44

.017

0.1

17

44

.002

0.1

2

48

.001

0.05

2

52

.0055

0.028

2

48

Ketonea

(a) Concentration in moles/liter.
100 is used to
(b) Ratio of fketone]/[micelles]. An aggregation number
calculate [micelles].
(c) Error limits ±10% of value states; i.e., 50=50±5%. Experiments at 0 G
(earth's field). Cage effect computed from eq. 6.

of

Magnetic field effects and magnetic isote effects on the cage effect i xnicellar solution.
Consider Fig. 13 which shows schematically a situation in which a triplet radical pair is
generated in a micelle. Suppose that ISC to form a singlet radical pair is determined by hfi,

IN THE PRESENCE OF SCAVENGER ONLY

GEMINATE PAIRS FORM R-R

WHEN H O (THE EARTHs MAGNETIC FIELD)

T T_T0 S
WHEN H> a

RR

T_
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R-R
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+ R scavenged

Fig.

13. Schematic representation of the influence of a laboratory magnetic
field on the efficiency of the cage reaction of a triplet radical pair in a
micelle. In the earth's field ISC from T÷ and T0 to S is maximal and the
fraction o. of triplet radical pairs undero cage combination. When the applied field is strong enough to inhibit T÷ t S ISC, the fraction of cage
combination (in the limit) decreases to
1/3.
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then at H0 G, all three triplet levels will undergo hfi ISC to S, a singlet radical pair
will be formed and cage reactions (e.g., combination) will occur. When a magnetic field is
applied, T+ will be split from S and when the field is strong enough, so that only T0S ISC
will occur
These ideas predict the following experimental consequences: (1) the cage effect will decrease as a laboratory magnetic field is improved on the sample; (2) the effect
of the field will "saturate" at a few hundred G, since hyperfine interactions are generally
less than 100 G. Confirmation of these expectations are shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14 Cage effects for DBK and isotopically substituted DBK's. Note that
13t substitution at C-i has no influence on the cage effect, but 13C substitution at C-2,2' causes a substantial increase in the cage effect. See
the text for a discussion.
Thus for the phoolysis of DBK in HDTC1 micelles, it can be seen that the cage effect for DBK at H = OG, which is 30% drops quickly to a value of ',20% as fields of
a few hundred G are imposed on the sample, but as the field is increased from "500
G to 5000 G no further change in the cage effect occurs (13).
Fig. 14 also demonstrates a remarkable magnetic isotope effect on the extent of
cage reaction, i.e., for DBK which is enriched in 13C in the 2,2' positions, the
cage effect is dramatically higher (46%) than it is for natural abdanc13DBK (31%).
This result is readily understood by postulating that triplet C6H5 CH2
CH2C6H5
radical pairs undergo more rapid ISC than triplet C6H5CH2 CH2C6H5 radical pairs.
Quantum yields for photolysis of dibenzyl ketone in micellar solution.
Table 4 lists the quantum yields (14) for photolysis of DBK and substituted DBK's. The quantum yield for disappearance of DBK in benzene, acetonitrile and other homogeneous organic
(to "0.3) in inicellar solution. This
solvents is 0.7. Notice the substantial drop in
decrease is probably associated at least in part with a more efficient recombination of the
C6H5CH2CO CH2C6H5 produced by n-cleavage.

for ketone disappearance1nd for the
The effects of isotopic and alkyl substitution on
amount of scavengable diaryl ethane are notable (12). First, substitution of C at the
for net reaction, but does not lead to an increase
C-i position leads to a decrease in
in scavengable benzyl radicals. Consider Fig.l5 for an examinaioxi of these effects. A
magnetic isotope effect operates on the primary1riplet C6H5CH2CO CH2CH5 pair and causes a
T1'iis leads to a decrease
more efficit recoxnbination to occur for DBK-l C relative to DBK.
in
for 13C at C-i. After decarbonylation the triplet benzyl radical pairs are produced
from 03K-i- C and DBK are equivalent, so that the quantum yield for non-scavengable diphenylethane (.&E) and the cage effect is the same for each ketone.
13
C at the a,a' position lead to both a decrease in
On the other hand, substitution of
and to an increase in c1÷E. From Fig. 15, the decrease in
is attbutabl13to a magnetic
isotope effect which leads to a more efficient recombination of C6H5 CH2CO
CH2C6H5 radi-
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Fig. 15 Reaction scheme for discussion of magnetic effects on the photochemistry of DBK in micellar solution. The encircled species represent
micellized molecules or radicals.

cals (due to more efficient ISC) relative to C6H5CH2CO CH2C6H5 radicals. Likewise, the reCH2C6H5 triplet radical pairs is more efficient than that of
combination of C6H5 CH2
C6H5CH2 CH2C6H5 radical pairs,resulting in a larger value of +E for DBK-2,2'-13C.
In the case of D8K's that possess alkyl substituents in the 4(and4') positions, the trend is
The latter
and larger values of
for alkyl substituents to promote lower values of
is readily understood in terms of a decreasing escape rate as the hydrophobicity of the
may be due to a combination of factors,
benzyl radical is increased. The lowering of
including more efficient combination of geminate radical pairs before decarbonylation or a
decrease in the efficiency of primary cx-cleavage.

TABLE 4. Quantum yields for photolysis of dibenzyl ketones in 0.5 N HDTC1.
[Cu(II))

Ketone

-K

(b)

(c)

-

-K

Cage Effect

+E

DBK

0.30

0.30

0.061

33%

DBK—l—13C

0.22

0.22

0.061

33%

DBK—2,2'—13C

0.25

0.25

0.076

46%

4—Ne—DBK

0.23

0.23

0.090

52%

4,4'—di—Me—DBK

0.16

0.16

0.085

59%

4,4'—di—t—Bu—DBK 0.13

0.13

0.12

95%

(a) [Ketone] = 0.005 N except [4,4'—di-t—Bu—DBK] = 0.0002 M.
(b) Quantum yield for disappearance of ketone. In the absence of Cu(II)
the yield of diphenyl ethane(s) is nearly quantitative (>90%) for all
ketones studied.
(c) Quantum yield for disappearance of ketone (-K) and for the appearance
of diphenyl ethane (+E) in the presence of 0.005 N CuC12.
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Enrichment in the photolysis of dibenzyl ketone.
If a HtTCl solution of dibenzyl ketone (DBK) is hotolyzed to partial conversion, the residual, recovered DBK is found to be enriched in -C relative to the initial, unphotolyzed DBK.
As a simple demonstration of this effect consider Figure 16 which shows the 'H NMR spectrum
of DBK that has been synthetically enriched to 47.6% in 3-3C at the carbonyl carbon (natural
enrichment of
abundance 13C is 1.1% per carbon atom) (5). A very sensitive test for the
the carbonyl of DBK is available by the 3C satellites in the 'H-NMR spectrum: the methylene
protons of DBK (Fig. 16) with a 12C carbonyl are a singlet (at 3.66 ppm, CDC13, TMS as inter= 6.5 Hz is
nal reference) while a doublet centered at the same chemical shift with J13
caused by 13
C-proton coupling when C13is contained in the carbonyl. Integration over the
singlet and doublet signals allows determination of the 13C content of the carbonyl of DBK
with good precision and accuracy. Thus, from the "satellite method", 62 + 4% '-3C is computed
in the recovered DBK (after 91% conversion). For the DBK recovered after 91% conversion, a
quantitative agreement exists between the mass spectrometrically determined mass increase
and the 'H-NNR determinedC enrichment of the carbonyl of DBK.
These samples of tBK,

CU

START ING

9 % Conversion

KETONE

11=0

48%'3C

62%13C

1'o Conversion 1
IH15,000GaussI

f 55%'Cj

Ph CH2 C CH2 Ph

0

Fig. 16 'H-NMR spectra of DEK is synthetically enriched in 13C at C-l.

Left: CH2 absorption of starting ketone. Middle: CH2 absorption of DBK
recovered after 91% conversion by photolysis in HDTC1 solution. Right:
CH2 absorption of DBK recovered after 93% conversion by photolysis in HDTC1
solution which was subjected to a field of 15,000 G.

13
after MS and H-NMR analysis were subsequently subjected to C-NMR analysis, which also
established qualitatively that the predominant -3C enrichment occurs in the carbonyl of DEK
(the relative increase of the carbonyl signal corresponds to a 60 + 15% -3c content). However, a small -3C enrichment of the methylene carbons in -3C was also apparent.
From the same experiment (DBK originally containing 47.6% 13C in the carbonyl), the 13C enrichment in the isomeric ketone, 1-phenyl-4-methylacetophenone (PNAP), was also determined
by mass spectroscopy and 'H-NMR (satellite method, Figure 17). Both analyses demonstrated
an increased content of 1-3C carbonyl of PMAP, for a sample recovered arter 92% conversion:
Mass spectral analysis (58.7% + 2% 13C) and 'H—NMR satellite analysis (57.5% + 4%
Interestingly, only a small difference of the -3C content of the carbonyl in PMAP is noticed,
when comparing sampl taken after 92% conversion (58.7%+ 2% '3C) or after only 29% conversion (54.4% ± 3%
C).
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Fig. 17 'H-NMR spectrum of the residual ketone,
VPC, after photolysis of DBK in HDTC1 solution.

purified by preparative

The initial DBK possessed

48% 1-3C at the C-l position.

The isotope enrichment parameter, a.
Bernstein (16) has shown that for a competitive first order isotopic reaction the residual
unconverted starting material becomes exponentially enriched in the slower reacting isotope.
As a result, if the isotope rate factor is substantial and if the reaction is run to high
conversion, the recovered material may become significantly enriched in the slower reacting
isotope. In the case of the photolysis of DBK, if we consider only the l2C/l3C competitive
isotopic reactions, then residual, unconverted DBK will become enriched in a3, if molecules
containing this isotope proceed to products at a slower rate than molecules that contain
The parameter a is defined as the single stage separation factor, and can be computed from
content of
the measurable quantities S, the overall separation factor (related to the
product relative to starting material), and f, the fractional conversion. For practical
cases the appropriate approximate formula for calculation of a is

log

S =

a-l
a

[—log (1—f)]

(9)

content of
content of the recovered DBK, compare it to the
Thus, one can measure the
the initial DBK, compute S and then plot log S versus -log (1-f). The slope of such a plot,
if linear, is identified as (a-l)/a. Experimental plots are shown in Figure 18 on next page.
The observation that eq. 9 is obeyed experimentally provides a useful parameter, a, for
quantitative discussion of enrichment efficiency.Consideration of Figure 19 on next page
allows an appreciation of the relationship of a to -3C/13C separation efficiency. As a
increases, the separation factor (-C/12C)f increases for any given exnt of reaction. For
example, for 99% conversion, if a = 1.05, 1.5, 3, 6, or 20, then (-3C/ C)f will equal 1.4%,
5%, 19%, 37%, and 50% respectively. Suppose these a values refer to enrichment at a single
carbon. Then, starting with natural abundance material (l3C/1.2C)f = 1/99 at 99% conversion,
this carbon will possess (l3C/l2C)f = 1/1. Putting it another way, starting with a mole of
natural abundance material, the amount of the pertinent carbon atom will be 'O.0l mole and
final residual material after 99% conversion (0.01 mole) will contain 0.OO5 mole of 13C!
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— Earth's magnetic field
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(a-fl
logS——a log (1—f)
0.3

O.05m HOTCI

a = 1.47 ±0.02

Cl)

a,
0

1.12

—log (1-f)

Fig.

18 Typical experimental plots of log S versus -log (1-f) for the
photolysis of DBK in HDTC1 solution.

logS

—log(1-f)

99.9%

99.99%

FRACTION CONVERSION OF STARTING MATERIM

Fig. 19 Relation of experimental 13C enrichment (calculated for a single
carbon atom) as a function of conversion for the photolysis of DBK. The
family of curves are generated by employing different values of o in eq. 9.
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The relationship of ci. to isotpe separation efficiency and
magnetic resonance parameters.
The electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra of both the PhCH2ÔO and the CH2Ph radicals have
been obtained in homogeneous fluid solution (Fig. 20). Nearly all of the lines in this
spectrum arise mainly £rom proton-electron interactions. From the splittings shown in the
figure, the values of Ha, the hyperfine coupling constants for protons and the odd electron
of the benzy]. radical have been extracted and are listed in Figure 21. It is possible to use

-95°C

a

QCH2

u4
b

0

4

0

H

Fig. 20 ESR spectra of C6H CH2 and C6H5CH2CO produced by photolysis of
DBK at -95°C. Ref. H. Pau and H. Fischer, Helv. Chin. Acta, 56, 1575
(1973).

0

Q—CH-c.
g= 2.0007

g =

2.0025

8(o)

9(p)

24 14 3(m)

1H0(G)

0

16

5(o),2(m) 6(p)

Fig. 21 ESR parameters of the CH5CH2 and C6H5CH2OO radicals. Ref. A.
Berndt, H. Fischer and H. Paul, "Magnetic Properties of Free Radica1s'
Londolt-Bornstein, vol. 9, part b, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1977: PhCH2,
p. 543; PhCH2CO, p. 321. The values for 3-3C coupling of the benzene ring
of C6H5CH2 are estimated from spin densities of the benzyl radical and
measured proton hfc according to N. Karplus and G.K. Fraenkel, J. Chem.
Phys., 35, 1312 (1961) employing data from A. Carrington and I.C.P. Smith,
Molec. Phys., 9, 137 (1965).
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an ESR saturation technique to wipe out the PhCH2 spectrum, but preserve the PhCHCO spectrum.
The much simpler resultingspectrum (Figure 20) shows that proton-electron hyperfine coupling
is negligible in the PhCH2CO radical, since the spectrum at low gain shoy only a single line
At high gain additional lines appear, due to C hyperfine coup(center line of Fig. 20) .
ling. Only the 13C0 carbon and the 13CH2 carbon atoms a significantly coupled to the odd
electron of the PhCH2CO radical; however, the values of Ca are much larger than nearly any
known value of LHa

The values of 13Ca have been measured experimenlly for the PhCH2 radical only at the CH
position and the ipso position. The values of Ca for the ring carbons can be estimate
1 and are listed in Figure 21.
Under the simple assumption that1he theoretical enrichment at a given carbon atom of DBK
is proportional to the value of Ca for that carbon, one can predict a rough estimate of
the observed enrichment. The result is shownin Figure 22, and is quite remarkable. For a
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Fig. 22 Correlation of 13C hyperfine coupling constants and relative
enrichments at various carbon atoms for the photolysis of DBK.
single cycle, enrichment at C1 should be " 55%, and at C2 (plus C21) should be "30%.
Minor, but potentially measurable enrichment should occur at the ring carbon atoms. The
expectation that the C1 and C2 atoms of the residual DBK are substantially enriched was
experimentally confirmed by photolyzing DBK (natural abundance) in HDTC1 solution to '9O%
conversion. The residual DBK was then subjected to 1-3C NMR analysis. Integration of the
various absorption bands showed that, compared to natural abundance DBK, the enrichment of
recovered residual DBK was predominantly at the C1 and C2 positions (17).

When the PhCH2 and PhCH2CO radical pair combine, the C6H5 carbon atoms, which are distinct
in the radical pair, become scrambled and equivalent in the regenerated PhCH2COCH2Ph molecule13 Thus, analysis of the residual DBK cannot reveal 1ether an astounding prediction of
the
Ca values is correct, i.e., that there will be no C enrichment of the C6H5 ring
atoms of the PhCH2C3moiety (13Ca = 0 for this radical), but that there will be a (potentially measurable)
C enrichment of the C6H ring associated with the PhH2. The occur—
rence of PMAP of a minor product of photolysis of DBK in HDTC1 solution, provides an experimental means of testing this prediction. PMAP is presumably formed by the mechanism shown
in Figure 15. When a PhCH)CO adds to the 4 position of the PhCH2 radical, the distinctness
of the C6H5 carbon atoms tlat exists in the radical pair is preserved in the primary product
and the isolated product, PMAP. Thus, 13C NMR analysis of PMAP should allow an experimental
text of the prediction of non-enrichment of C655 ring derived from the PhCH2CO radical.
Such experiments are in progress (18).
A Schematic interpretation of isotope enrichment by the magnetic isotope effect.
The general idea behind the enrichment experiment may be understood by using a very, simple
schematic description of the behavior of molecules on a dissociative 'triplet surface which
possesses a bonding singlet surface of lower energy. Figure 23 shows (left) a representative point moving along a dissociative triplet surface. The triplet surface is repulsive
for all nuclear geometries corresponding to the molecular structure, i.e., in the triplet
state the energy of the molecule decreases as bond a-b increases in length. We say that
in the triplet state the representative point moves spontaneously to the right. Eventually,
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Fig. 23 Motion of a representative point on a dissociative triplet surface
(left) and on an attractive singlet surface.
the bond breaks, a and b are produced and the further separation of the a and b nuclei does
not lead to a further lowering of the energy of the system. Suppose that the radical pair
a, b can experience a mechanism that allows the representative point to "jump" to the singlet surface; once on the singlet surface the point will move spontaneously "to the left",
i.e., the a-b bond will reform.
The key idea behind the magnetic isotope method for separation of
from
by photolysis
of DBK, is the postulate that 13C hyperfine coupling provides the radical pairs (a =
b = PhCH) possessing 13C with a mechanism by which the representative point can jump PhCH2CO,
from
the trip'et surface to the singlet surface when the point is in a region for which the singlet and triplet states are degenerate. Since this mechanism is unavailable to radical pairs
that possess only 12C nuclei, the representative points for these molecules will not be able
to make the jump from the triplet surface to the singlet surface. In effect, -3C electron
hyperfine coupling provides a "hole" in the triplet surface through which the 13C containing
triplet radical pair can jump to the singlet surface, i.e., undergo intersystem crossing from
a triplet radical pair to a singlet radical pair.

Figure 24 summarizes these ideas in a highly schematic fashion. We imagine that we start
with a system containing both 13C containing molecules (representative points: closed circles) and 1-2C containing molecules (representative points: open circles). Photochemical

BEFORE

AFTER

Fig. 24 Highly schematic representation of the mechanism of
in the photolysis of DBK in HDTC1 micelles.

l3 enricliment

excitation carries the points from the singlet surface to the triplet surfaces (e.g., S0+ S
T1. Once on the triplet surface the representative points for molecules associated with

--
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both isotopes move to the right. The closed circles find a pathway to the ground singlet
surface at the "hole" provided by -3c hyperfine coupling. The momentum of the non-magnetic
representative points carries them past the hole into an "escape box", i.e., the formation
of scavengable free radicals. The hyperfine interaction may be viewed as being analogous to
a bar magnet that attracts the "magnetic" representative points through the hole. Perhaps
more appropriately, the interaction may be viewed as the action of an electromagnet under the
hole. This microscopic electromagnet is powered by electron motions in the radical pair,
i.e., the magnitude of the hyperfine interaction varying with time as the electronic motion
and distribution vary with time.
The ideas employed in the DBK system are summarized schematically in Figure 25 in terms of
potential energy surfaces. The reaction coordinate represents breaking of the OC-CH2 bond.

1

IREFLECTING
BOUNDARY

ab CII b i+b

a—b

60

a—b

a—b

66 606

66

MICELLE
BOUNDARY

Fig.

25 Schematic representation of the effect of photolysis in micelles
on the 13C enrichment of DBK. In the figure a = C6H5CH2CO and b = CH2C6H5.
As the QC-CH2 bond breaks the point "slides" down the electronically repulsive triplet surface. When the bond is broken the triplet surface becomes essentially degenerate with the
ground state singlet surface. A magnetic interaction is required before the representative
point can make a "jump" from the T surface to the S surface. Such a jump can be induced by
hyperfine interaction only when the point is far to the right, i.e., when the triplet and
singlet are nearly degenerate and J < a. The "jump" from T to S requires a "hole" in the
T surface, through which the point may fall.
The role of the micelle may be viewed as providing a boundary which "reflects" the representative point back toward the hyperfine induced hole after an "overshoot" has occurred. Thus,
diffusive escape is temporarily thwarted and a 13C containing molecule receives extra chances
to find a hole which allows return to ground state DBK. Eventually, of course, escape by
decarbonylation will take place if neither diffusive escape nor bond formation occur.
Photochemistry of l,2-diphenyi-2-nethylpropanone in homogeneous and in micellar solutions.
The products of the photolysis of dibenzylketône are essentially the sane for homogeneous
organic solvents or for aqueous detergent solutions, since upon decarbonylation the benzyl
radicals produced inevitably lead to DPE (in the absence of scavenger). In contrast, the
photochemistry of l,2-diphenyl-2-methylpropanone (DPMP) depends significantly upon the solvent environment (19). For example, photolysis of DPMP in CH3CN leads to formation of styrene (ST) and dicuxnyl (DC) as the major products, with benzil and benzaldehyde formed as
minor products. In inicellar solution (e.g., HDTC1 or SDS) the major products, in equal
yields are styrene and benzaldehyde. Dicumyl is not formed in detectable amounts.
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As in the case of dibenzyl ketone, the cage effect for photolysis of DPMP in micellar HDTC1
solution may be computed from Cu(II) scavenging experiments. In fact, addition of Cu(II)
does not affect the yield of C6H5CHO or of C6H5C(CH3)=CH2 produced. Thus, the yield of either of these disproportionation products (since the compounds are produced in equal yield),
based on starting ketone consumed, equals the cage effect. The cage effects for DPMP and
some of its isotopically substituted derivatives are given in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Cage effect on the photolysis of C6H5COC(CH3)2C6H5 in HDTC1 solution.
EFFECT

KETONE
0 Gauss

C6H5COC(CH3)2C6H5
C6H5COC(CD3)2C6H5

C6H513C0(CH3)2C6H5

- 1000

(a)

Gauss

30

20

23

13

42

30

(a) The cage effect is defined as the % yield of C6H5CHO or C6H5C(CH3)=CH2
produced, based on starting material consumed.

Several aspects of the data in Table 5 warrant comment: (1) the cage effect is strikingly
dependent on the isotopic composition of the ketone; (2) the cage effect decreases substantially when photolysis is conducted in a magnetic field of 1000 G (the major portion of the
decrease occurs at fields strengths lower than 500 G); (3) deuterium substitution (CH3 groups)
decreases the cage effect; (4) carbon-13 substitution (CO carbon) increases the cage effect.
These results are all qualitatively understandable in terms of the theory of magnetic isotope
and magnetic field effects on correlated radical pairs.
First we postulate (Figure 26) that in each case photolysis proceeds via T1 which cleaves to

hfc

T I

S

SHUT OFF

WHEN H > a

[LIED

T1 ESCAPE
TQJCAGE
00
Ph—C—C—Ph + PhCCPh
CH3CH3

CH3CH3

PhCH PhCCH2
CH3

Fig. 26 Mechanism for the influence of an applied magnetic field on the
photolysis.of DPMP in HDTC1 solution. See text for discussion.

This pair undergoes hyperproduce a spin correlated tripret inicelle cgea radical air
fine induced ISC to eventuate in a singlet radical pair -'-RI' that undergoes disproportionation
to C6H5CHO and C6H5C(CH3)=CH2. Escape of radicals from micelles competes only weakly for the
parent ketone whose isotopic composition corresponds to natural abundance. In this case, ISC
occurs mainly by the 'H induced hfi of the methylroups of the C6H5C(CH3)2 radical. Deuterium substitution decreases the rate of ISC for
because of the weaker hfi of the C H C
(CD3) radical. Substitution of C from C at the carbonyl carbon of the C6HCO radical
introauces a new and important hfi, i.e., the large (l25 G) hyperfine interaction of a single 13C is as significant as the summation of proton hfi.
The magnetic field effect in which the cage effect decreases with increasing field strength,
is readily interpreted in ter9 of splitting of T+ and T of
from S and consequent
4decrease it' the rate of
HP. Since the rate of escape from the micelles is field
PAAC 53:1 -

S
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independent, the net cage effect is reduced.
The combination of isotope and magnetic field effects allow a variation of >300% in the degree of cage reaction!
Enrichment in "restricted spaces" and other micelles
Are micelles unique as vehicles for unusually large magnetic effects on radical reactions?
We think not, since similar effects have been observed when the photolysis of DBK is conducted in polymer films (i.e., polymethylmethacrylate) or in porous glass. It thus appears
that the radical pair is constrained to a certain "restricted space" such as that provided
by xnicelles, the fluid portions of polymer films or the cavities of porous glass.
Magnetic isotqpe and magnetic field effects on the formation of singlet oxygen from
lysis of endoperoxides.
The thermolysis of certain endoperoxides of aromatic compounds produces molecular oxygen
From a study of activation parameters it has been found that these
quantitatively (20) .
reactions proceed via two pathways (21) :
(1) a concerted mechanism in which 102 is produced
quantitatively and (2) a diradical maechanism in which both O2 and 102 are produced. Magnetic field and magnetic isotope effects potentially provide a novel and convincing tool for
distinguishing concerted and diradical mechanisms. Only thediradical pathways will be
influenced by magnetic effects. For example, consider the simplified diradical mechanism for
endoperoxid thermolysis shown in Figure 27. If thermolysis leads initially to a singlet
diradical, D, this species nay undergo either ISC to 3D (path b) or fragmentation of 102

1D
02

Fig.

27 Simplified diradical mechanism for the thermolysis of endoperoxides.

(path c). As in the case of radical pairs, magnetic fields may influence reactions of diradicals via a Lg effect or via a hyperfine effec. The Lig effect will increase the rate of
step b reative to step c, thereby1producing D with greater efficiency, hence, a higher
yield of 02 and a lower yield of 02 is expected when endoperoxides (which decompose via
diradicals) are thermolyzed in a magnetic field. Furthermore, no effect of external ngnetic
field is expected if a concerted decomposition occurs. Figure 28 shows a plot of the 02
yield versus H for a 1,4-endoperoxide that undergoes concerted thermolysis and a 9,10-endoperoxide that undergoes thernolysis via a diraical (21). It is extremely gratifying to find
that there is no magnetic field effect on the 02 yield for thermolysis of 1, but that a
striking decrease in the yield of 02 is observed for 2 as for variation of field strength
in the range 9000-15,000 Gauss.

A spectacular prediction can be made concerning magnetic isotope effects on the thermolsis
of endoperoxides: If a diradical pathway (Fig. 27) is followed, diradicals possessing -'-0

atoms wi have a higher probility of following path b thin diradgals possessing only
16o and
0 atoms, because 0 is a magnetic isotope, but 6o and 0 are non-gnetic
isotopes1 Experimentally this means that endoperoxide molecules which contain
0 will
produce 102 less efficiently and 02 more efficiently. Thus, if a selective and efficient
tray of 02 is present during reaction, the "untrappable" molecular oxygen will be enriched
in

To te the1alidity of these ideas, two types of measurements were made (22):
(a) the l7o
and ( 0 ÷
0) content of unrappable molecular oxygen was analyzed by mass spectrometry
and (b) the yield of trapped 02 was evuated by quantitative determination of the amount
of reacted aceptor when DPA--602, DPA- O or DPA--702 were eloyed. It was found that
the yield of 02 formation is smaller for
than for l6 or 0 continuing DPA-02.
Furthermore, it was found that both DPA--60 and DPA-180 produce the same yield of
while DPA-170 produces less 102. This result rules out a significant mass isotope
efect as the basis for different quantum yields.
Since the amount of reacted trap is monitored in the yield measurements they only provide an
indirect test of the isotopic enrichment. A direct measurement involves determination of
the isotopic composition of the untrappable molecular oxygen produced in the thermolysis of
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DPA-02. The results demonstrate that the untrappable molecular oxygen is indeed enriched
in l7o relative to the control sample (22).
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Fig. 28 Magnetic field effects on the thermolysis of a 9,10 and a 1,4 endoperoxide. See text for discussion.
In the case of l7o enrichment, the hyperfine interaction provides a surface avoiding (Fig.
29, right) for l7o containing diradicals where a surface crossing exists (Fig. 29, left)
for l6 or 18o containing diradicals (23).
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Fig. 29 Schematic surface representation of mechanism for enrichment of
17o via the thermolysis of endoperoxides.
CONCLUSION
The experiments described in this report leave little room for doubting the importance of
magnetic effects on the reactions of radical pairs, especially when the reactions occur in
nicellar cages. By appropriate manipulation of reaction condition and reactant structure,
cage effects approaching 100% nay be achieved for triplet radical pairs, magnetic isotopes
may be separated from non-magnetic isotopes and weak magnetic fields can affect the extent
of cage reactions.
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The key features are the requirement of a singlet-triplet crossing (or touching) along the
reaction coordinate, the availability of a hyperfine hole at the molecular geometry corresponding to the hole and sufficient time for the representative point to find the hole when
it arrives in the region of "phase space" corresponding to the hole. Magnetic field and
magnetic isotope effects provide a complement to CIDNP for probing mechanisms of radical
reactions. In contrast to CIDNP which requires NMR measurement during reaction, magnetic
field and magnetic isotope effects reveal themselves in terms of chemical products which
may be analyzed at the chemist's convenience by conventional methods. It should be also
noted that unusual isotope effects, that have been interpreted in terms of conventional
mass effects, should be reconsidered as possible magnetic isotope effects and subjected to
the magnetic field criterion.
The discovery of systematic relationships between molecular structure and chemical reactivity
has been a major activity of physical organic chemists. The "two dot" representation of
radical pair and diradical reactions does not possess enough "structure" to allow an understanding of the magnetic effects on cage reactions. However, the inclusion of "structural
features" such as spin correlation (singlets and triplets), triplet sublevels, electron
spin and nuclear spin interactions and electron spin-laboratory magnet interactions, allows
for a useful qualitative framework for systemization and prediction.
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